Employment Report 2020:
Part-Time MBA Program
Graduates of the part-time MBA at HHL generate a salary increase
averaging 50 percent after completing their studies.

50 %

82.500 ¤

Salary
Increase

Average Salary 
After Graduation

“

The HHL footprint is a strategic, visionary, and very
ethical approach to business that was the basis for the
extraordinary development of my career and company.
Doing the MBA program was the best investment
I ever made. It gave me an extra boost of confidence in
what I do, structured and enriched my knowledge and
organizational skills, and inspired me with new insights
from other colleagues. To sum it up: HHL made me excel!

Career Progress After
Graduation
40 % Getting Promotion
From Their Employer
55 % Career Switch by
Function or Sector

Sectors in which our
students work

Agata Reichel-Tomczak
HHL MBA program alumna, Co-Owner and COO of DREBERIS GmbH

Class Profile and Network
25 % Industry
17 % Service Industry
16 % Others
14 % Consulting
11 % IT/Telecommunication/Internet
9 % E-Business/E-Commerce
8 % Financial Services

The part-time MBA class is a perfect mix of participants with different profiles,
students come from various cultural and professional backgrounds and
work for some of the leading companies in different industries. They all have
one thing in common: They are highly-motivated and wish to explore new
professional perspectives and advance their career while on the job. From the
very start, the participants are united by this common goal which is also the
foundation of a reliable network for life.

Selected companies behind our part-time students
E.ON

Ebay

Dell

BMW Robert Bosch

Deutsche Telekom
Boeing

Roland Berger

Siemens

IBM Jenoptik
Porsche Accenture

SAP Deutsche Bahn ThyssenKrupp

Bank Microsoft
DHL Deutsche
Continental

Examples of positions
_
_
_
_

CEO
Board Member
Executive Vice President
Managing Director
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HHL Career Development
From the very first moment of your studies, the experienced team of the HHL
Career Development closely accompanies your individual, long-term career
progress. Through intensive and systematic dialogue you will be enabled to
take fast steps towards a rewarding career growth – characterized by success
as well as personal fulfillment.

#7
Career Service worlwide
FT Ranking 2020

Strengthen the best in you – together
with us. What to expect:

Self-leadership
identify your full
potential

Prestigious company
and alumni network
etablish valuable
contacts

Career strategy
building up with
a system

Individual coaching
to promote different
personalities

Career development
from the very
first day

Lifelong support
to step up your
career ladder

“

Stand out from the crowd!
In an ever changing global job market it
is crucial to know your purpose and to
continously develop your self-leadership
skills. Our goal is to empower our students
to actively manage their career and
personal growth.
Martina Beermann
HHL Director Career Development/Employer
Relations

Companies recruiting on campus

“

Robert Riesebieter
HHL MBA program alumnus, Consultant at
McKinsey & Company

10/2020

At HHL, I realized that there are three levels
we learn on in our MBA studies: first, the
contents of the lectures; second, the experiences of fellow students, which we share in
our discussions; and third, that you learn
a lot about yourself. By constantly pushing
yourself as close as possible to your performance limits, you learn a great deal about
how you deal with stress and how to set the
right priorities and find your purpose.

